Danainae "Queen Mabby" Mab
"The queen of the Fairies is here! You may address me however you please."
Fairies don't have Queens, naturally. It would be like herding
cats, except that cats aren't deliberately pulling pranks on you.
You just like to pretend that you're a Queen, and you do it in
the only way possible: to the precise extent that the others
happen to feel like acknowledging it. For all that you're
playing a role, though, you take the obligations that come
with it quite seriously – as seriously as the fae take
anything, anyway – and always try to do right by your
“subjects”. You're neither haughty nor condescending; all in
all, you're a real people-person. Or... a fairies-fairy.

Vital Statistics
Preferred Role: Looking pretty
Understanding of Human Technology: Minimal
Shortest Single Dance: One second (collided with Red)

Quirks
Noblesse Oblige
With great power comes great responsibility. This Quirk helps whenever you strive to fulfil
your duty (whatever you've determined that means at the moment) toward your loyal subjects
(whoever you've decided that is).
Rich Fantasy Life
You know that your whole “Queen of the Fairies” thing is just an act, but sometimes... well, you really get
into it. This Quirk helps when you manage to stay in character even when it would probably be a better
idea to let it slip for a moment.

Powers
Flight
You can fly, though not with any great speed.
Charmed Life
Fairy magic responds easily to your call - so easily, in fact, that you may not even realise you’re using it!
. This does not give the
Whenever you roll one or more 6s in a test or contest, you receive one extra
GM an extra .
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